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THE ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION
WITHOUT COMPLETE CONTROLLABILITY*

H. K. WIMMER

Abstract. The equation XDX +XA +A*X C 0 is studied under the assumptions that D is positive
semidefinite and to pure imaginary eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix ( _.) correspond only
elementary divisors of even degree. A necessary and sufficient condition on the existence and uniqueness
of hermitian solutions is given. The approach is based on symplectic transformations of Hamiltonian matrices.

1. Introduction. The algebraic Riccati equation

(1.1) XDX+XA +A*X-C =0,

where X, A, C and D are complex n n matrices and C and D and the unknown
matrix X are hermitian, has a wide range of applications and has been studied
extensively. Surveys on (1.1) can be found in the papers by Willems [12], Kuera
[6], Coppel [2] and Molinari [10]. The algebraic investigation on existence and
uniqueness of solutions in [2] is based on the use of symplectic transformations. In
this note we refine Coppel’s method and extend one of his results ([2, Thm. 6]). Our
assumption will be D _-> 0, i.e. D is positive semidefinite. We do not require the pair
(A, D) to be controllable.

2. Symplectic matrices and solutions. The matrix

(2.1) M
-A*

is closely related to (1.1). Obviously X is a solution of (1.1) if and only if

holds. With respect to the 2n 2n matrix J,

M is hermitian, i.e.,

(2.3) JM (JM)*

and M is called a Hamiltonian matrix. A matrix R C2n2n is said to be symplectic if

(2.4) RJR * J

holds. Under a symplectic similarity property (2.3) is preserved, JR-1MR
(JR-1MR)*. If R is partitioned into n n blocks

R-
O

then R -1 -JR*J implies

L* -K*)(2.5) R-1
-O* p*
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and

(2.6) -Q*P +P*Q 0, -PK* + KP* 0,

(2.7) L*P-K*Q=L

DEFINITION 2.1. For a complex polynomial p(z)= Y az we define/5 by

(z) p(-z) E a(-z).
Let x(G) denote the characteristic polynomial of the matrix G.

,We shall need the following result on symplectic transformations which will be
discussed in 6.

THEOREM 2.1. Let M C2"2" be a Hamiltonian matrix and let the following
condition hold:

(a) the elementary divisors which belong to pure imaginary eigenvalues ofM have
even degrees.,

Then the characteristic polynomial ofMcan be factored into

(2.8) x(M) (-1)"qq,

where q and have only pure imaginary roots in common. There exists a symplectic
matrix R such that

(2.9) R-MR
0 T*

and x(T) q hold.
If M has no eigenvalues with zero real part then one has (q, )= 1 in (2.8) and

F =0 in (2.9), which is [2, Thm. 5]. From the matrix R in (2.9) a solution of (1.1)
can be obtained (see [2] for the case F 0).

THEOREM 2.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) The equation (1.1) has a solution.
(ii) There exists a symplectic matrix

R

with P nonsingular which transforms M into

R-MR
0 T*

A solution Xo (1.1) yields a matrix

for (2.9). The matrix R in (2.9) gives rise m a solu#on X OP- for which

(2.10) x(A+DX)=x(T)

hoMs.
Proof. If X is a solution, then ( ) is symplectic and

0 -1 I =[A DX D
(2.11) (I I)M(X 0I) +

0 -(A + DX)*,"
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Conversely, if P is nonsingular, then (2.6) implies

(p-1),Q, Qp-1

and X := QP-I is hermitian. Furthermore, (2.7) yields

(IX O)P--K*) (R-1
I =\ 0 P* -X

with P-*= (P-)*. We have

I O
M

I I

(pTp- A

\ 0 -P-*T*P*}

and therefore in particular A +DX PTP- and (2.2). 71
Note that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 do not require D-> 0.

I P-*)

0 -T*

3. Notation, definitions, lemmas. This section contains prerequisites for the for-
mulation and for the proof of the main result.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let A s Cnn and B Cnm be given. The span of the columns
of AiB, 0, 1,’’’, n- 1, is called the (A, B)-controllable subspace of C" and is
denoted by C(A, B). The pair (A, B) is called controllable if C(A, B) C" or
equivalently if rank (B, AB, A"-IB)= n.

The following criterion is due to Hautus.
LEMMA 3.1 [4]. (i) The pair (A, B) is controllable if and only if

(3.1) rank (A- AI, B)= n

for all eigenvalues h of A, or equivalently,
(ii) (A, B) is not controllable if and only if there exists a y Cn, such that y

left eigenvector ofA and y rB O.
The condition (3.1) gives rise to the following concept [5].
DEFINITION 3.2. An eigenvalue a of A is called B-controllable if

(3.2) rank (A- aI, B)= n

T
is a

\A21 A22 B2
and (A22, B2) is controllable. If m n and B B* >= 0, then

0 0 ) B22>0SBS*=
0 B22’

and (A22, B22) is controllable.
Controllability is preserved under the following operations.

holds.
Since C(A, B) is an A-invariant subspace, a suitable choice of a basis of C" yields

the following decomposition theorem.
LEMMA 3.2 [9, p. 99]. There exists a nonsingular matrix S such that
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LEMMA 3.3 [13]. If (A, B) is controllable, then for any F Cm, for any nonsin-
gular S C and T C"m, the pairs (A + BF, B), (SAS-1, SB) and (A, BT) are
controllable.

DEFINITION 3.3. For A C"" let Ei(A) denote the subspace of C" that is spanned
by the generalized eigenvectors belonging to pure imaginary eigenvalues of A,

Eg(A)= LI ker (A ilxI).
LA 3.4. Each pure imaginary eigenvalue ofA is B-controllable if and only if

(3.4) E(A)C(A,B).

Proof. Let a be a pure imaginary eigenvalue of A and let A be transformed into

(3.5) TAT_a (Ao O) Aa G Cpxp

such that is the only eignvalue of A and det (A-aI) 0. Obviously (3.2) and
(3.4) remain valid if A and B ar replaced by TAT- and TB. Therefore w can
assume A to be in block diagonal form (3.5). The generalized eigenspace of A
corresponding to is

V. := {vlv C, v (v, v,, 0,..., 0)}.
BIt is sufficient to show that (3.2) means Vv c C(A,B). Let B () be partitioned

according to (3.5). Then (3.2) is equivalent to

(3.6) rank (A aI, B p

or, because of Lemma 3.1, equivalent to

rank (B, AB, Av-- B)=p.

Hence (3.2) implies Vp span (B, AB, , A-aB) C(A, B). If (3.6) does not hold,
then there exists a y Cp, such that y T(A aI) 0 and y TB 0. Thus yTAB =0
for all k and dim C(A, B)<p. Hence there is a w e C which is not in C(A, B)
and (’) V is not in C(A, B). [3

LEMMA 3.5. The matrix All in (3.3) has no pure imaginary eigenvalues, if and
only if all pure imaginary eigenvalues ofA are B-controllable.

Proof. We can assume that A and B are in the form (3.3). Let AI be of size q
and A22 of size r, q + r n. Since (A22, B2) is controllable, we have for all a C

rank (A aI, B) rank (A 11 CII) -[- Y

and (3.2) holds for all aeiN if and only if rank(All-aI)=q; i.e., All has no
eigenvalues in iN. 71

For a uniqueness proof the following result will be used.
LEMMA 3.6 [3, p. 208]. IrA Cnn andF Cnn have no eigenvalues in common,

then AX-XF 0 implies X O.
The following statements are easy to verify.
LEMMA 3.7. Let S C be nonsingular and define

2 :--(S*)-Ixs-1 A := SAS-, : := SDS*, d := (S*)-CS-1
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Then X is a solution of (1.1) if and only if f( is a solution of
Ycf)2 + :;:A + *:;c o.

The matrix

0 S*

is symplectic and f4 Z-1MZ. Furthermore Ei() SEi(A), C(,) SC(A, D)
and A +DX S(A +DX)S-.

LEMMA 3.8 [2]. Let X1 and X2 be two solutions of (1.1) and put U :=X2-X
and G := A +DXi, 1, 2, then

(3.7) UG1 +GU O.

The nullspace N of U is invariant under Gi, 1, 2, and GI[N G21N.
4. The condition of Lancaster and Rodman. One of the standard assumptions

on (1.1), namely that no eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian matrix M should have a zero
real part, has been relaxed by Lancaster and Rodman [7] by introducing the condition
(a) on the elementary divisors of M. If (A, D) is controllable then (a) is also necessary
for the existence of a solution [7, p. 228]. It will be easy to show that this is still true
if only the pure imaginary eigenvalues of A are D-controllable. As in [7] we will use
the following observation.

LEMMA 4.1 [7]. Let G and D be complex n n matrices and let D be hermitian,
D >-_0 and (G, D) be controllable. Then all elementary divisors corresponding o pure
imaginary eigenvalues of (o ’_.) have even degrees.

We state in the following lemma a more general result. Its proof will be self-
contained and should provide an easier access to Lemma 4.1.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let H(z)=(hik(Z)) be an n n matrix of complex rational
functions. Then H is defined as

H(z)=(hki(-z)).

LEMMA 4.2. Let G(z) and D(z) be n n matrices of complex rational functions
which have no pole in a, a iR, and for which the following assumptions hold:

(i) det G(z) O C(z);
(ii) D=/;
(iii) D(a)>-O;
(iv) rank (G(a), D(a)) n.

Then the degrees of the elementary divisors of

M(z)=(G(z) D(z)]
o

which belong to the characteristic root a are even.

Proof. We localize at a. Let U and V be two invertible matrices in Cnn (z) such
that U, U-1, V, V-a have no pole in a. We write

if

(4.1) U(z)G(z) V(z) S(z)
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holds. As G(z) has no poles in a, we can choose U and V in (4.1) such that

S(z) =diag (1, , 1, (Z--a)kl, (Z--a)k’), 0<kl--<’" "__-<kr.

Then

o o U(z) o -S(z)

It is not difficult to verify that for S and UDO the conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied.
Since the elementary divisors corresponding to a are the same for M(z) and the
right-hand side of (4.2), we can assume without loss of generality that G(z) is given
by

Then

with

(x 0 )G(z)=
0 Ge(z)

Ge(z)=diag ((z--a)kl,

I 0 DI(z)
a2(z) Del(Z)

M(z)
0 -I
0 0

De(Z)
oMe(z))

-G.(z)/

W(z) :-- (e(z)D-1 (z)G2(z).

It follows from De(a)-1> 0 that the principal minors of W are nonzero. Since Ge is
diagonal, the greatest common divisor of all m m minors of W is (z- a)e", where
e,, o=x 2ko and W2G2. Therefore

M(z) diag (1,..., 1, (Z--a)2kl, "’,

Since R-equivalence preserves the elementary divisors belonging to the eigenvalue
this completes the proof.

we can focus on

Me(z)
\ 0

From (iv) and Oe(a)= 0 it follows that

(4.3) rank (D2(a), De(R)) r.

Suppose De(a) is singular and De(a)b 0 and b # 0. Then

(0 b*)D(a)() b*De(o)b O

and (iii) imply (0 b*)D(a) 0 and

b*(Dex(a), De(R)) 0,

which contradicts (4.3). Therefore De(R)> 0 (positive definite). Because of

M2(z)"d’ d2(z)D-1 (z)G2(z) 0
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The assumption of a constant and semidefinite D in Lemma 4.1 means that the
conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. For G(z)=G-zI controllability of (G,D)
implies (iv).

5. The main result.
THEOREM 5.1. Let A, C and D be complex n x n matrices, C and D hermitian,

D >-O, and let h be the polynomial determined by

x(A) h x(AlcA,D)).
Let q be a monic polynomial of degree n with at most pure imaginary zeros in common
with . Then the following two sets of conditions are equivalent"

(i) All pure imaginary eigenvalues ofA are D-controllable; i.e.,

(5.1) Ei(A)cC(A,D)

(or h has no pure imaginary eigenvalues) and there exists a hermitian solution X of
(1.1) XDX +XA +A’X- C 0

with

(5.2) x(A +DX) q.

(ii) All elementary divisors corresponding to pure imaginary eigenvalues o]’

M
-A*

have even degree,

(2.8) x(M)

and

(5.3) (h, q) 1.

Moreover, the solution X in (i) is necessarily uniquely determined.
Proof. We divide the proof into three parts: (ii)::> (i), (i)::> (ii) and uniqueness.

For the first two parts we will assume, according to Lemmas 3.7 and 3.2

(5.4) A=(A1 0) D=(0 0) D2_>0,
A21 A2 0 D2

where the pair (A2, D2) is controllable. Then

x(AIc,o)=x(A) and h =x(A1).

(ii) :ff (i). Because of Theorem 2.1 there exists a symplectic R, R ( rK), such
that (2.9) and x(T)=q hold. If no solution X of (1.1) satisfies x(A +DX)=x(T)=q,
then P is singular. We will show first that a singular P is not compatible with (5.3).
Suppose there is a y Cn, y # 0, such that Py 0. Then

R() =(0)Qy and (0 y*)R-1=(-y-Q* 0)

follows from (2.5). We have as in [2]

0=(0 Y) *QY*)R-IMR
0 =-Y *DQy.
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D => 0 implies

(5.5)

From

we obtain

(5.6)

DQy O.

T F

DQy PTy

and because of (5.5) we have PTy 0. Hence the nullspace of P is invariant under
T and thus contains an eigenvector of T. We can therefore assume

(5.7) Ty =by

and (5.6) yields -A*Qy hQy. Put w := Oy. Then

w*D =0, w*A -w*
and w 0, since R is nonsingular. If w* is partitioned according to (5.4) into w*=
(w 1", w* then wA2 -]w and w*D2 0. Since (A e, De) is controllable, Lemma
3.1 implies w2=0. Thus wl :0 and wA1 =-]W*l. Because of (5.7) the number -]
is also an eigenvalue of -T*. Thus - is a common zero of c and h, which is in
contradiction to (5.3).

Let X be a solution with x(A +DX)=q and let

(5.8) X ( Xl Xl
Xe X /

be partitioned according to (5.4). Then

(5.9) G := A +DX
A21 + DeX21 A2 +D2Xe

and q hX(Az+DzX2). Suppose there exists a pure imaginary eigenvalue a of A
which is not D-controllable. It follows from Lemma 3.5 that a is a pure imaginary
root of h x(A 1). Then a is a zero of q and also of , contrary to (h, 4)- 1.

(i) :ff (ii). We assume now that there is a solution X of (1.1) such that (5.2) holds.
Let X and G be written as in (5.8) and (5.9). Then

( A O) G2 A2 +D2X2G=
G21 G2

and

A1 0 0 0

0)= Gel Ge 0 De
I 1 0 -A*-G*

0 0

Only the pure imaginary eigenvalues of M are of interest here. Thus only the matrix

G2 D2
0
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matters. As (A2, D2) and hence by Lemma 3.3 also ((2, D2) are controllable, the first
statement of (ii) follows from Lemma 4.1. Obviously (2.11) implies (2.8). Using Lemma
3.5 again we see from (5.1) that h has no pure imaginary zeros. Because of h lq and
since the common roots of q and c (if any) are pure imaginary, we have (h, )= 1.

We now turn to uniqueness. Let Xi, 1, 2, be two solutions such that

(5.10) x(a +DXi) q, 1, 2,

holds and q satisfies (2.8). As in Lemma 3.8 we put U := Xa-X1 and Gi := A + DXi,
1, 2. Suppose X2 and X1 are distinct; i.e., U # 0. Without loss of generality (Lemma

3.7) we can assume that

(V 0) detV#0.(5.11) U=
0 0’

It follows from Lemma 3.8 that G has block triangular form

Gi=
Fi

We show first that no eigenvalue of Hi is pure imaginary. From (3.7) we obtain

(5.12) VH + H*2 V O.

Let D be partitioned corresponding to (5.11) as

Then G2 G1 +DU implies

(5.13)

(Dll D12)D =\D2 D22]"

H2 H14-DI V.

Suppose there is a pure imaginary eigenvalue i/x of H1 and b is a corresponding
eigenvector, Hb ilxb, b # O. From (5.13) and (5.12) it follows that

b* VDI Vb b *( VH2- VHI)b -b*H’ Vb b* VHb 0

and therefore that

(5.14) DVb =0.

Put g := Vb. Then g # 0, Dlg 0 and g* is a left eigenvector of Ha,

g’H2 iig*.

Let the n-vector f be given by/:= (). Then f*DF =0 and D_->0 imply f*D =0.
Furthermore,

(H2 0)=(g’H2 0)= ilf*.f#G2 (g*0)
F2 B

On the other hand, f*D 0 yields

f*G2 f*(a + DX2) f*a.
Therefore

rank (A iI, D) < n

and the eigenvalue i/ of A is not D-controllable, which is a contradiction to (5.1).
Hence H1 and similarly H2 have no eigenvalues with zero real part.
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To complete the proof it has to be shown that U # 0 is impossible. The assumption
(5.10) yields X(Ol)=q and X(-G2*)=(-1)%. Clearly, x(H1)IX(GI) and
x(-H*2 )Ix(-G*2). Recall that q and have only pure imaginary roots in common
and that the polynomials x(H) and x(-H have no such roots. Therefore H and
-H have no common eigenvalues. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that the matrix
equation (5.12) has only the solution V 0, in contradiction to (5.11). Hence U- 0
or Xt X2. VI

6. Appendix: Symplectic transformations of Hamiltonian matrices. The proof of
Theorem 2.1 that will be given in this section relies on normal forms of Hamiltonian
matrices. Since those normal forms (see, e.g., [1] and [8]) are perhaps less well known
and usually restricted to real matrices, we shall derive the facts we need directly from
the theory of regular pencils of hermitian matrices. We recall the following result
(see, e.g., [11] for references).

LEMMA 6.1. Let G and H be hermitian n n matrices with G nonsingular. Then
there exists a nonsingular S Cnn such that S*(Gz +H)S is the direct sum of blocks
of the following types I and II:

0

I. eD(a)=e

z+a

an r r matrix with a R and e + 1;

z+a

0 Ds(b))II. Ds() 0

z+a
1

0

a 2s x 2s matrix with b #: . Ds is defined by I.
A block of type I corresponds to an elementary divisor (z + a)r, a , of Gz + H.

To each conjugate pair (z + b)s, (z + b) of nonreal elementary divisors of Gz +H
there is associated a block of type II.

We shall use the following notation. The m m matrices E,, N,, K,(A) are
given by

1 0 1
00

0 ".
E,,,

1
(%n+l-i,i), N,, ." 10

(&.,+),

1
0 0

0
K,,(A)=

diag(1, O,...,O)

I,. is the m m identity matrix and

Whenever possible the subscript m will be dropped. If r is even, r 2m, then Dr(a)
can be written as

( 0 D,,,(a)Dr(a)=
Din(a) Kin(a)]
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and we can unify types I and II by defining

(o(6.1) C2," ()
D," ()

We have C2," (h)= zE2," + Y2,"(A) with

( o
g2m(A)=

Em(Xlm +Nm)

Proof of Theorem 2.1. From (2.3) it follows that M =J-I(-M*)J. Therefore
eigenvalues of M with nonzero real part h and - and elementary divisors (z--h)k
and (z + )k appear in pairs. Because of (a) a factorization (2.8) is feasible.

We associate with M the hermitian pencil

(6.2) Jiz + JM.

Obviously, (z + A) k is an elementary divisor of (6.2) if and only if (z-hi)k is an
elementary divisor of zI-M. Hence (a) implies that the blocks of type I which appear
in the normal form of (6.2) are of even size r and can be represented by (6.1). Let S
be a matrix which transforms (6.2) into normal form

S*(Jiz +JM)S ." eC2m(A),
-r=l

where Y’." denotes the direct sum. The bounds r 1 and will be omitted in the sequel.
Then

(6.3)

and

S*JS =-i .," eE2m

S*JMS (S*JS)(S-XMS)= ," e, Yz,".(A.),

which yields

(6.4)

From E-1NE NT follows

S-1MS Y" E2m.Y2m.(Az).

and

ieOEm) *(-ieE2m)(Io

(Iota ieOEm)-l[iE2mY2m(A)](Io O ) ( Im + iN," -eE,"K," (A )E,"
ieEm 0 -(iI," + iN,.)*]

=: (T," (A) F,.(A)
0 T," (A)*,]

where F,. (A) is hermitian. The n x n matrix

has the properties

L*JL E"
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and

(6.5) L_IML ,. ( T,,. (h,) Fm. (h,)
o

Let P be the permutation matrix which transforms (6.5) into

Then

p_IL_IMLP (" Tm,
\ 0

0
P*L*JLP

In
Therefore R := LP is symplectic and

Z F..)-Y" T*m.r

(rR-1MR
0 T*

Moreover, if 17 is not real then by choosing it suitably from the pair A,, h, we can
ensure that x(T)= q.

Acknowledgment. I should like to thank a referee for valuable remarks.
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